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We study a free fermion model where two sets of non-commuting continuous measurements induce
a transition between area-law entanglement scaling phases of distinct topological order. We find
that, in the presence of unitary dynamics, the two topological phases are separated by a region
with sub-volume scaling of the entanglement entropy and that the transition universality class of
the measurement-only model differs from that in interacting models with stroboscopic dynamics
and projective measurements. We further show that the phase diagram is qualitatively captured
by an analytically tractable non-Hermitian Hamiltonian model obtained via post-selection. By the
introduction of a partial-post-selection continuous mapping, we show that the topological distinct
phases of the fully stochastic measurement-induced dynamics can be continuously deformed to
phases of the post-selected model with different topological numbers.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of quantum dynamics in out of equilibrium
systems is motivated by profound questions, from under-
standing the conditions under which an isolated system
can evade thermalization [1, 2] to the ways in which in-
formation spreads in open quantum system [3]. These
examples highlight the role of entanglement dynamics in
characterizing dynamical transitions in both isolated and
open quantum systems.

While addressing the entanglment dynamics of gen-
eral open quantum sytems remains a challenging task, a
special role is played by monitored systems where the en-
vironment consists of quantum detectors, for which the
unavoidable measurement back-action onto the system
is correlated with the detector’s readout. When such
readout is discarded, the average dynamics of the sys-
tem is akin to coupling to an external high temperature
reservoir. When keeping track of the detector’s readout
instead, the system follows a stochastic trajectory with
no loss of information [4, 5]. This property has been
successfully employed for engineering quantum states via
continuous feedback control [6–8] and entanglement dis-
tillation [9, 10].

Exploiting these features in many body systems, recent
works have shown that quantum detectors can be used
to affect and diagnose the entanglement dynamics and
ergodicity properties of the system. In particular, local
measurements induce a transition of entanglement scal-
ing from volume to area law. The basic mechanism un-
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derpinning this transition is that measurements, if they
occur frequently enough, constrain the local degrees of
freedom through the quantum Zeno effect, resulting in
sub-extensive entropy scaling [11–15]. This mechanism
induces a phase transition in the thermodynamic limit,
which has been characterized for a large variety of mod-
els [11–85]. The key to the measurement induced en-
tanglement transition is the possibility of following indi-
vidual readouts, as the trajectory averaged Lindbladian
dynamics would generically lead to a mixed state, insen-
sitive to the entanglement transition.

In addition to constraining the entanglement growth,
local measurement can stabilize quantum states with dis-
tinct topological properties. In this regard recent works
have shown steering towards topological non trivial states
via Linbladian dynamics in spin chains [86] and, by us-
ing quantum trajectories that are driven by compet-
ing measurements in Clifford unitary-projective circuits
[27, 53, 54, 65]. This measurement induced topological
phase transition shows a rich phenomenology, including
the emergence of a stable volume law phase.

The study of projective measurements in Clifford cir-
cuits is particularly useful as it allows for efficient nu-
merical analysis of large systems. However, in several
physical realisations based on solid state systems, interac-
tions with sensing devices are more accurately modelled
by weak continuous measurements [87–92], for which the
back-action is non linear as it depends on the quan-
tum state itself. As a result, the entanglement area-to-
volume law transition appears to be different in continu-
ously monitored regimes [15, 24], and displays a critical
phase with a logarithmic entanglement scaling in one-
dimensional free fermionic systems [34, 35], which can be
obtained analytically with an effective field theory [36].

Motivated by this rich phenomenology, in this work we
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FIG. 1. Monitored system and detector model. A 1-
dimensional chain of fermion hopping between next-nearest
sites (gray arrows) which are monitored by local detectors
sensing the local occupation Mj (upper boxes) and the occu-

pation of the “Kitaev modes” M̃j (lower boxes). Blue lines
mark the regions A,B,D and C used to define the topological
entanglement entropy in eq (12).

study entanglement transitions in a free fermionic system
subjected to unitary dynamics and continuous monitor-
ing of two competing measurements. We identify two
topologically distinct short range entanglement phases
separated by a critical phase with a logarithmic scaling
of the entanglement entropy.

We show that the topological transition in a con-
tinuously monitored free fermion chain differs from its
unitary-projective counterpart, e.g. in its finite size-
scaling critical exponent. Finally, exploiting the contin-
uous measurements setting, we construct a partial post-
selection model that interpolates between the stochastic
dynamics of the monitored system to a deterministic dy-
namics governed by a non-Hermitian model which allows
us to assign topological indices to the different phases.
Our results show the existence of a rich phase diagram in-
duced by continuous measurements which differ from the
projective measurement scenario, and provide a frame-
work for analytic treatment.

The remaining of the manuscript is organised as fol-
lows: after introducing the specific model and its phys-
ical meaning in Sec. II, we first analyse the topological
transition in the case of measurement-only induced dy-
namics in Sec/ III. In Sec. IV we compute the phase
diagram for the full model including both measurement
and unitary dynamics. We interpret the results in terms
of a post-selected non-Hermitian Hamiltonian which we
treat analytically in Sec. V A and V B. Finally we dis-
cuss the connection between the two models in terms of
a partial post-selected dynamics in Sec. V C. We present
our conclusions in Sec. VI.

II. MODEL AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Model

We study a system of fermions in a one-dimensional
lattice evolving in time under the effect of a local Hamil-
tonian and continuous measurements, as sketched in
Fig. II A. The Hamiltonian describes nearest neighbour

hopping,

H = w

L−1∑
j=1

c†j+1cj + h.c., (1)

where cj is the fermionic annihilation operators at site j,
w the magnitude of the hopping and L the length of the
chain. Eq. (1) assumes open boundary conditions, but
can be generalised to periodic boundary conditions with
L→ L+ 1 and the identification L+ 1 = 1. The unitary
evolution generated by the Hamiltonian (1) is disrupted
by the simultaneous back-actions of two non-commuting
sets of positive operator valued measurements (POVMs).
The corresponding dynamics is described by a stochastic
Scrödinger equation [5], which takes the form of a Wiener
process for the differential evolution of the state over an
infinitesimal time-step

|ψt+dt〉 =
1

N

1− iHdt+
∑
j

δWj,tMj + δW̃j,tM̃j

+
∑
j

(
γ 〈Mj〉tMj + α 〈M̃j〉t M̃j

)
dt

 |ψt〉 ,
(2)

where Mj and M̃j are the Hermitian operators associated
with the two sets of POVM observables at site j.

The Wiener stochastic increments δWj , δW̃j are
independently Gaussian-distributed with 〈δWj〉 = 0,

〈δWjδWj′〉 = γdtδj,j′ and 〈δW̃j〉 = 0, 〈δW̃jδW̃j′〉 =
αdtδj,j′ . Note that the presence of the expectation val-
ues 〈Mj〉t = 〈ψt|Mj |ψt〉 make the evolution a non-linear
function of the state |ψt〉. The overall constantN ensures
the normalisation of the state, while γ and α are the pa-
rameter controlling the strength of the two measurement
sets, so that 1/γ and 1/α set the typical time at which
the system evolves close to one of the eigenstates of the
measured operators, Mj and M̃j , respectively.

Hereafter, we focus on the measurement of two non-
commuting sets of observable:

Mi = 2c†i ci − 1,

M̃i = 2d†idi − 1 =
(
c†i+1 − ci+1

)(
c†i + ci

)
, (3)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ L and di = (ci + ci+1 + c†i − c†i+1)/2 with
0 ≤ i ≤ L − 1. [93] The operator Mj is the occupancy
of site j (relative to half-filling) and requires a detector
coupling to a single chain site, while the back-action from
M̃j requires detectors coupling to pairs of adjacent sites

(cf. Fig. II A). The physical meaning of the operator M̃j

can be understood by considering that the modes dj are
the eigenmodes of the Kitaev Hamiltonian for spinless
p-wave superconductor [94] in the limit of single-site co-

herence length, HK = α
∑L
i=1

(
c†i ci+1 + c†i c

†
i+1

)
+ h.c. =

2α
∑L−1
i=1

(
d†idi − 1/2

)
. The operator M̃i corresponds to

the occupation of those modes (relative to half-filling).
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A possible measurement scheme for the detection of M̃i

is presented in Appendix A.
The free unitary dynamics generates extensive entan-

glement with a critical dependence on the system size
SL/2 ∼ logL, while the local density measurements drive
the system towards a disentangled state with a well
defined site occupancy. The resulting disentanglement
transition has been studied for free fermionic systems
[35, 36, 52]. The key element in this work is the presence
of an additional ”Kitaev-density” measurement, which
drives the system towards a topologically distinct dis-
entangled state characterised by a definite occupancy of
the d-modes. With the introduction of this term, the sys-
tem shows (i) a competition between two non commut-
ing measurements that are trying to localise the system
onto different short-range entangled states and (ii) the
presence of a phase with a topologically protected 2-fold
degeneracy.

B. Implementation of the time-evolution

We simulate numerically the time evolution of a generic
initial state in Eq. (2) via quantum monte-carlo where
the time evolution is determined over sufficiently small
time-steps. Each of the measurement of the opera-
tors Mj can be written as Mj = a+Πj,+ + a−Πj,− in
terms of projectors into its eigenstates Πj,± and corre-
sponding eigenvalues a± = ±1. We consider the re-
sponse by a one-dimensional pointer detector linearly
coupled to Mj [4, 5]. The associated Kraus operator
is Kj(x, λ) = G(x + a+)Πj,+ + G(x + a−)Πj,−, where

G(x) = exp(−x2/2λ2)/π1/2 and the parameter λ2 = γdt
quantifies the measurement backaction. For a state |ψt〉
the measurement outcome for the j-th operator is drawn
from the distribution

Pj(x) = 〈ψt|K†j (x, λ)Kj(x, λ) |ψt〉 , (4)

and, for a given x, the state evolves to

|ψt〉 → Lγ (|ψ〉) =
∏
j

Kj(x, λ) |ψt〉 /Nγ , (5)

where, in the limit of small dt, the infinites-
imal state evolution reduces to Lγ (|ψt〉) =

(1/Nγ)e−γ
∑
j(〈Mj〉dt+δWj)Mj |ψ〉 in agreement with

Eq. (2). In the presence of two non-commuting
measurements and Hamiltonian, the effect over an
infinitesimal step is obtained by a trotterization of the
evolution operator via

|ψt+dt〉 = Lγ
(
Lα
(
e−iHdt |ψt〉

))
(6)

where we have defined Lα (|ψ〉) =

(1/Nα)e−α
∑
j(〈M̃j〉dt+δW̃j,t)M̃j |ψt〉. Since we are

typically interested in the long-time dynamics of the
system, the result would not depend on the choice of
the initial state (except of the conservation of the total

fermionic parity associated with the evolution in Eq. 1),
which we assume hereafter to consist of an half-filling
state with single fermionic occupation of odd sites in the
chain.

The simulation of the stochastic process allows us to
obtain the time-evolution of the full probability distri-
bution of pure states of the system as opposed to the
evolution of the averaged density matrix of the system.
The former is essential to provide access to the entangle-
ment properties of the system and its scaling, to which
the average evolution is instead oblivious.

Practically speaking, as all operators are quadratic in
the number of fermions but not necessarily number con-
serving, we implement this calculation within the BdG
formalism. We represent our states as the

|ψ(t)〉 =

L∏
n=1

βn(t) |0〉 (7)

where the β† and β operators are encoded as a 2L× 2L
matrix of orthonormal vectors

W(t) =

(
U(t) V (t)∗

V (t) U(t)∗

)
(8)

such that β†n =
∑
x Ux,nc

†
x+Vx,ncx and βn =

∑
x V
∗
x,nc

†
x+

U∗x,ncx and |0〉 is the state with all c-fermion sites of the
chain left unoccupied. We iterate the state forward in
time by updating the first N columns of W according to(

U(t+ δt)
V (t+ δt)

)
= O

(
eLαδtO

(
eLγδte−iHδt

(
U(t)
V (t)

)))
(9)

where H , Lγ , and Lα are 2N × 2N matrices encoding
the quadratic Hamiltonian and measurement operators
in BdG form. The operations O represent an orthonor-
malisation step of the 2N × N matrix implemented via
Gram-Schmidt or via a singular value decomposition.

The representation can be used to conveniently render
overlaps between different states

|〈ψ1 |ψ2〉 | =
√

det(U†1U2 + V †1 V2), (10)

but more importantly for our purposes in this paper it
also allows us to efficiently calculate single particle cor-
relators

Ci,j(t) =

(
Cij(t) Fij(t)
−F ∗ij(t) δij − Cij(t)

)
(11)

here Cij(t) = 〈ψ(t)| c†i cj |ψ(t)〉 and Fij =

〈ψ(t)| cicj |ψ(t)〉 as C = V ∗V T and F = V ∗UT ,
from which we can directly calculate the entanglement
entropy, see e.g. [45, 95, 96]

III. MEASUREMENT-ONLY INDUCED
TOPOLOGICAL TRANSITION

We consider first the measurement-only dynamics from
the two competing non-commuting measurements by set-
ting w = 0 in Eq. 1. While each of the two measurements
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FIG. 2. Topological entanglement entropy for measurement-
only dynamics (w = 0). (a) S̄top as a function of the two
measurement strengths (α, γ). The topological entanglement
entropy distinguishes the topologically trivial phases (S̄top

L =
0) from the topologically non-trivial one (S̄top

L = 1). The
right panels report typical time traces of Stop

L (grey curves)
and corresponding averages S̄top

L (red and blue curves) in the
two regions. (b) S̄top

L as a function of α at constant γ = 1
for different system sizes L. The crossing point between S̄top

L

between subsequent system sizes is used to identify the critical
transition point [green dot in panel (a)]. (c) Rescaled linear
fit of the data in (b) close to the transition point α = 1
reveals precise data collapse with αcr = 1 ± O(10−3) and
ν = 5/3 ± O(10−2). The results are obtained for an initial
state at half filling with alternating occupancies of the chain
sites.

seeks to drive the system to disentangled states associ-
ated with short range entanglement, the two phases are
distinguished by the different topological properties of
their steady states. This is evident by examining the sta-
tistical distribution of steady states in the limiting cases
γ = 0 and α = 0. At α = 0, for an initial state of filling

fraction n, any state of the form |ψ〉C =
∏
i pic

†
i ci |0〉 with

pi = 0, 1 and
∑
i pi = n is a fixed point of the evolution.

Similarly, in the case of γ = 0, the steady state will be
a drawn from a statistical distributions of states of the
form |ψ〉K =

∏
i pid

†
idi |0′〉, where |0′〉 is now the state

annihilated by the d operator. While both configurations
correspond to localised short-range entanglement states,
the latter has a topologically protected Z2 degeneracy
for open boundary conditions since all the states of the
form |ψ〉K are eignestates of the topologically non trivial

Hamiltonian H̃ = α
∑L
i=1

(
c†i ci+1 + c†i c

†
i+1

)
+ h.c..

A general indicator of the topological nature of the
state in the long time limit is provided by the topological
entanglement entropy defined as [65, 97–100]

S̄top
L = S̄ABL + S̄BCL − S̄BL − S̄ABCL , (12)

where SXL = −Tr[ρX ln ρX ] is the Von Neumann entropy
computed for the reduced density matrix ρX associated

with the region X, and defined for the specific cuts con-
figurations in Fig. II A(a). This measure, together with
the half cut entanglement entropy ( i.e. the entanglement
entropy where the partial trace is taken over precisely half
of the wire S̄ABL = S̄CDL denoted in shorthand S̄L ≡ S̄ABL
in what follows), will allow us to fully characterise the
phase diagram. The average over the stochastic fluctua-
tions in Eq. 1 is denoted by ·̄ and we have explicitly kept
the dependence on the system size L.

The topological entanglement entropy is devised to
be a generic indicator of topological states which re-
turns the quantum dimension of the given topological
phase and it has been successfully employed to diag-
nose a measurement induced topological phase transi-
tion from stroboscopic projective measurements in a sta-
biliser circuit model [27]. In our continuous measure-
ment model, given the Gaussian nature of the states, we
can determine the entanglement entropy directly from
the correlation matrix Ci,j in Eq. (11) via SX =
−Tr [CX lnCX + (1− CX) ln(1− CX)] [45, 95, 96]. No-
tably, the entanglement entropy is a non-linear function
of the system’s density matrix (and correlation matrix),
so its average depends on the full distributions of states
rather than the average state of the system described by
the averaged density matrix.

We report in Fig. 2 (a) typical time traces of the topo-
logical entanglement entropy for for different values of
the parameters, α � γ (right lower panel) and α � γ
(right upper panel), respectively. After an initial tran-

sient period, Stop
L fluctuates around S̄top

L = 0 or S̄top
L = 1,

respectively. Notably, while the trajectory-averaged en-
tanglement entropy reaches a well defined steady state,
the (topological) entanglement entropy for the individual
trajectories fluctuates even in the steady state regime.

This is due to the competition between the two mea-
surements. For example, for α� γ, while the dominant
set of measurement tends to stabilise a state of the form
|ψ〉K , repeated applications of Mi measurements induce
transitions between different such eigenstates (all with
Stop = 1). Since these jumps occur at random times,

they are averaged out in S̄top
L . It is also worth noting that

the numerical simulations confirm that the stationary av-
erage half-cut entanglement, S̄L, does not depend on L,
corresponding to an area law entangled state. From the
average steady state topological entanglement entropy
S̄top
L , we obtain the phase diagram for the two measure-

ment model with w = 0 as shown in Fig. 2 (a) for a sys-
tem of size L = 96 with open boundary conditions. The
topological entanglement entropy clearly shows the triv-
ial and non-trivial topological phases with S̄top

L = 0 and

S̄top
L = 1 respectively and a smooth crossover between the

two around γ ≈ α. A sharp phase transition is expected
in the thermodynamics limit, with two distinct area-law
entangled phases characterised by limL→∞ S̄top

L → 0 and

limL→∞ S̄top
L → 1. The transition line can be determined

exactly in this instance noting that (i) after a time rescal-
ing t → γt, Eq. (2) is controlled by a the single param-
eter α/γ , and (ii) Eq. (2) is invariant under the duality
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transformation

cj ↔ dj , α↔ γ (13)

where we have set dL = (cL + c1 + c†L − c†1)/2. Conse-
quently, the phase transition is bound to occur for α = γ.

This exact result can serve a benchmark for the nu-
merical determination of the phase transition. We can
determine the phase boundary by analysing the crossing
of S̄top

L curves at fixed γ as a function of α for different
system sizes L, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

The crossing points αcr of curves for subsequent L val-
ues determined by S̄top

L (αcr) = S̄top
L′ (αcr), converge to

a finite value for increasing system size. Extrapolating
the value of αcr to L → ∞, we determine the critical
value αcr ∼ γ, in agreement with what one expects from
duality.

The numerical analysis allows further characterisation
of the universality of the transition by evaluating its finite
size scaling universal exponent. For this goal, the critical
value αcr = γ is used to rescale the data in the vicinity
of the transition point according to:

S̄top(α,L) = F ((α− αc)L1/ν), (14)

where ν is used as a fitting parameter. The inset of Fig.
2 (c) shows the raw data in the vicinity of the transition
for different L. This dependence is well approximated
by a linear behaviour. Rescaling of the linear fits to
the raw data in the vicinity of the transition is shown
in Fig. 2 (b), where the data collapse is achieved with
ν = 5/3±O(10−2). The value of ν differs from the scaling
of a topological phase transition from projective measure-
ments in stabilizer circuits [27], highlighting the differ-
ence between continuous and stroboscopic models [24].

IV. DYNAMICS UNDER UNITARY
EVOLUTION AND COMPETING

MEASUREMENTS

In the presence of unitary dynamics, i.e. w 6= 0, the
phase diagram is more intricate and exhibits in addi-
tion to the two topologically distinct disentangled states,
the appearance of a critical phase with long range en-
tanglement scaling like logL. This is illustrated in Fig.
3 (a), where the limiting cases of trivial area-law scal-
ing (γ = 1), topological area-law scaling (α = 1), and
volume-law scaling (w = 1) are marked by S̄L ≈ 0,
S̄L ≈ 1 and S̄L � 1. In order to highlight the approx-
imate transition between states with different entangle-
ment properties we plot the difference between the entan-
glement half cuts obtained for different system sizes, as a
function of the system parameters in Fig. 3 (b). Regions
of phase space associated with short range entanglement
with weak dependence on system size L and would thus
appear as dark blue. This plot therefore allows to iden-
tify approximately where the transition to a system size
dependent entanglement behaviour occurs.

FIG. 3. Phase diagram for w 6= 0. (a) Density plot of S̄L as a
function of w, γ and α (w+ γ+α = 1) in barycentric coordi-
nates for L = 96. Area law scaling is recovered in the limits
α = 1 and γ = 1 with S̄96 = 1 and S̄ = 0 respectively, while
w = 1 displays volume-law scaling. (b) S̄96 − S̄64. The en-
tanglement entropy difference how a sharp crossover between
the three distinct phases. Transition points between the sub-
volume-scaling and trivial area-law scaling (blue dots) and
between the sub-volume-scaling and topological area-law scal-
ing are determined by (c) the crossing of S̄top

L in c−fermion

basis for fixed w = 0.2 and γ = 0.5 (d) ¯̃Stop
L in d-fermion basis

(red-stars) according to (13).

In order to identify the phase boundaries in the ther-
modynamic limit, we can use the same approach as in
Sec. III based on the analysis of the crossings of S̄top

L for
different system sizes. The corresponding critical points
(marked in blue dots) are shown in Fig. 3(b), and the
analysis of the crossing is reported for one instance in
panel (c), which clearly detects the transition between a
topologically trivial area law phases and a phase charac-
terised by size-dependent scaling o the entropy. However,
unlike the case of interacting systems [65] the numerical
data do not allow to identify a transition point between
the sub-volume law phase and the topological area-law
phase, due to the weak sub-volume dependence on sys-
tem size and the finite fixed value of the entanglement
entropy in the topologically non trivial phase.
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To overcome this difficulty, we take advantage of the
duality transformation in (13) and treat the di operators
as the physical fermions of the system. We implement
this change of basis by performing the transformation
γ ↔ α in Eq. (2). The dynamics is still described by Eq.
(2), where the Hermitian Hamiltonian is replaced by its
corresponding form in the d basis:

H → H ′ =
w

2

∑
i

d†i+1di−1 + d†i+1d
†
i−1 + 2d†idi − 1 + h.c..

The entanglement entropy of the dual system is ex-
pressed in term of the di modes through the correlators

C ′ij(t) = 〈ψ(t)| d†idj |ψ(t)〉 and F ′ij(t) = 〈ψ(t)| didj |ψ(t)〉,
and given by

S′X = −Tr [C′X lnC′X + (1− C′X) ln(1− C′X)] (15)

In the dual model, the topological non-trivial phase, char-

acterised by a given set of occupation numbers 〈d†idi〉 ∈
0, 1 is local in this basis, and is not associated with dan-
gling Majorana bonds. The resulting phase is identified
as topologically trivial S̃top = 0. Conversely the topo-

logical trivial phase associated with a set of 〈c†i ci〉 ∈ 0, 1,

now has S̃top = 1. The crossing of S̃top for different sys-
tem sizes are shown in Fig. 3(d) and the critical values
obtained are marked in red dot in panel (b).

These results indicate the presence of three distinct
phases, two of which are characterised by an area law
scaling of the entanglement entropy and by a vanishing

S̄top
L or ¯̃Stop

L . Consequently, they can be identified with a
topologically trivial and non-trivial phases, respectively.
The intermediate region is distinguished via critical scal-
ing of the entanglement entropy as shown in Fig. 4, and
is not associated with topological properties. The phase
boundary determined by analysing crossing points in the

topological entanglement entropy S̄top
L and ¯̃Stop

L are in
agreement with the onset of entanglement growth with
increasing systems size, marked as red regions in the den-
sity plot in Fig. 3.

The phase space is qualitatively similar to the one
obtained in related systems with stroboscopic-projective
dynamics. In particular a tri-critical point is present at
the dual point with vanishing unitary dynamics. [65],
which is not generically observed in all measurement only
models [54]. The main difference is the presence of a crit-
ical scaling region instead of a volume law one.

The scaling of the entanglement entropy, S̄L, with
system size, indicates that the critical region extend to
α → 0 with a critical value 0.5 < γc/w < 0.6, see Fig.
4 (a). Conversely, the topological entanglement entropy

S̄top
L suffers form large finite size effects, due to the large

system sizes required to reach the thermodynamic limit
for small γ, as shown in Fig. 4(b) making it hard to
identify a critical value.

FIG. 4. System size scaling of the averaged (a) Half-cut en-
tanglement entropy (b) Topological entanglement entropy

V. FROM MEASURED TO POST-SELECTED
NON-HERMITIAN DYNAMICS

The topological transition in the model originates from
the competing stationary states stabilised by the Zeno ef-
fects of the two non-commuting measurements [54]. In
order to capture this effect, it is possible to analyse se-
quences of predetermined measurements readouts, that
stabilises one of the possible measurement eigenstates,
i.e. a post-selected dynamics, which has been shown to
capture area-to-volume law transition as well [45, 48, 52].
In our model, we can extend this correspondence to the
topological transition and show that the area law phases
characterised by different topological orders are contin-
uously connected to phases with distinct topological in-
variants in the non-Hermitian model.

The process can be readily described in terms of detec-
tor outcome. For the case of a the local density measure-
ment, for example, it would correspond to selecting the
outcome x = a+ from the probability distribution in Eq.
4. The result is a deterministic evolution of the system
via a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian

H = H0 − iγ
L∑
i=1

Mi − iα
L−1∑
i=1

M̃i (16)

where H0 is the Hermitian Hamiltonian in (1) and the
measurements operators are defined in Eq. (3). The cor-
responding post-selected dynamics can be studied analyt-
ically by considering the time evolution of the quantum

state |ψ(t)〉 = U(t)√
Z
|ψ(t = 0)〉 governed by the non-unitary

evolution operator:

U(t) =

Int[t/dt]∏
dt=1

exp (−idtH) (17)

followed by a normalization of the wave function Z =
〈ψ(t)|ψ(t)〉 [45].

Under the evolution U(t) the state |ψ(t)〉 remains
Gaussian at all times. Consequently the entanglement
is entirely expressed through the correlation matrix (11).
We derive and solve the equations of motions for the cor-
relation matrix Ci,j(t) [45, 95, 96], see Appendix B.

The correlators evolve to a steady state which corre-
sponds to the dark state of the effective Hamiltonian H.
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A. Measurement-only non-Hermitian dynamics

We first consider the effect of the two competing mea-
surements while setting w = 0. The post selected sys-
tem evolves to the dark state of the effective Hamil-
tonian (16) H = −iK . Here the Hamiltonian K =

γ
∑L
i=1Mi + α

∑L−1
i=1 M̃i is now purely Hermitian and

the dark state of H is identified with the ground state of
K.

Explicitly, K =
∑
k Ψ†kKBdG(k)Ψk, where Ψk =

(ck, c
†
−k)T and the corresponding BdG Hamiltonian is:

KBdG(k) = ξ(k)τz + ∆(k)τy, (18)

with ξ(k) = (α cos k + γ) and ∆(k) = α sin k. This is
the Hamiltonian of of the Kitaev chain [94] and the sys-
tem evolves to the corresponding ground state. Besides
charge conjugation symmetry, this model possesses a chi-
ral symmetry which can be made apparent by rotating to
the chiral basis by the unitary transformation R = iσy

Kchiral
BdG (k) =

(
0 γ + αe−ik

γ + αeik 0

)
(19)

This Hamiltonian undergoes a topological phase transi-
tion at α = γ. Thus, the entanglement properties of the
measurement-only model in Fig. 2 can be understood
from the evolution of the corresponding post-selected
quantum state to a trivial (γ > α) or a symmetry pro-
tected topological (γ < α) dark state in the post-selected
dynamics. We note that the complete agreement in the
transition point between the full measurement and the
post-selected model is non typical, following from the
models self duality (13) that uniquely fixes the transi-
tion point. Therefore we expect that while both models
capture the same qualitative physics, and hence show the
same transition, there will be quantitative differences be-
tween them. This will become evident when the unitary
dynamics, which violates the duality is incorporated in
the model, is introduced in the next section

B. Non-Hermitian model in the presence of
unitary dynamics

The post-selected dynamics allows us to better under-
stand the full stochastic evolution. Under the post se-
lected dynamics, the quantum state evolves to the dark
state of H defined in Eq. (16), which, for w 6= 0, coin-
cides with the ground state of the Kitaev chain with non
Hermitian hopping

KBdG(k) = (ξ(k) + iw(k)) τz + ∆(k)τy, (20)

where ξ(k) = (α cos k + γ) and ∆(k) = α sin k and
w(k) = w cos k. When rotated to the chiral basis, the
Hamiltonian reads

Kchiral
BdG (k) =

(
0 r1(k)e−iφ1(k)

r2(k)eiφ2(k) 0

)
, (21)

FIG. 5. The phase diagram of the effective non Hermitian
model. Here blue marks a gapped topologically trivial phase
with ν1,2 = 0, red marks a gapped topologically non trivial
regime ν1,2 = 1 and white marks a gapless phase. The in-
sets (a)-(c) show the winding of φ1 (green curve) and φ2 (red
curve) around the origin in the topological, gapless and trivial
phases, respectively

where

r1,2(k) =
√
ξ(k)2 + (w(k)∓∆(k))2,

tanφ1,2(k) =
∆(k)∓ w(k)

ξ(k)
. (22)

In the Hermitian limit w = 0, we have r1(k) = r2(k)
and φ2(k) = φ1(k) and the complex vector r(k)eiφ(k)

marks a circle of radius α centred around γ and the
topological phases are discriminated by whether the re-
sulting circle encloses the origin. In the non-Hermitian
model, the two complex vectors mark two tilted ellipses.
Whether such ellipses encapsulate the origin determine
the topological phases as shown in Fig. V B. The phase
diagram of the effective non-Hermitian model exhibits
three distinct phases: two gapped phases and one gap-
less phase. The gapped phases, corresponding to trivial
and non trivial Hermitian phases, are distinguished by
the winding of none (ν1,2 = 0) or both (ν1,2 = 1) of
the phases φ1,2, respectively. In the gapless regime there
is no winding of the complex vectors r1,2(k)eiφ1,2 – see
Appendix B for a full analysis of the model and its prop-
erties.

The transition lines between the two distinct gapped
phases and the gapless phase of the non-Hermitian model
which governs the post-selected dynamics are marked as
solid black line in Fig. 6, where they can be compared
with the transitions obtained from the numerical analysis
of the full stochastic dynamics.

The post-selected dynamics with w 6= 0 captures some
of the key qualitative features of the stochastic dynamics.
In particular, the presence of three distinct phases cor-
responding to topologically trivial and non-trivial short
entanglement phases as well as the presence of a finite
size region characterised by critical scaling ∝ logL of
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both S̄L/2 and S̄top
L . Yet, some features are missed by

the post-selected evolution. In particular the stochastic
dynamics exhibits a transition from an area-law to a crit-
ical sub-volume-law scaling of the entanglement entropy
at a finite critical value of γ/w in the limit of α = 0.
The post-selected dynamics, instead, produces area-law
scaling for any γ 6= 0 at α = 0 [35].

C. Interpolation between post-selected and
stochastic dynamics

The qualitative similarity between the stochastic and
post-selected dynamics can be understood by continu-
ously interpolating between the two regimes. To achieve
this, we take advantage of our continuous readout detec-
tor and introduce a new partial-post-selection measure-
ment scheme where we include the measurement-induced
stochastic fluctuations with a gradual weight beyond the
deterministic non-Hermitian dynamics. The idea is re-
tain only a subset of the readout data.

For clarity, we discuss this procedure for the case of
α = 0 below. The generic case for α 6= 0 readily fol-
lows. We modify the measurement procedure in Eqs.
(4-6) by post-selecting the measurement outcome x, so
that we retain only values such that x ≥ rc and discard
any value for which x < rc, where rc ∈ R is a parameter
that controls the degree of our post-selection. This pro-
cedure amounts to replacing the probability distribution
(4) with

Prc(x) =

{
0 ifx < rc

P (x) ifx > rc
. (23)

For rc � −1, Prc(x) ≈ P (x) and the model reproduces
the fully stochastic (non post-selected dynamics). In the
opposite limit, rc � 1, as long as the readout x is re-
tained (post-selected), the probability distribution is well
approximated (up to an overall normalisation constant)

by Prc(x) ≈
[
e−4x/λ2 〈Πj,+〉+ 〈Πj,−〉

]
and the state is

updated so that

〈Πj,+〉t+dt
〈Πj,+〉t

< e−4rc/γ
〈Πj,−〉t+dt
〈Πj,−〉t

(24)

where Πj,+ = c†jcj and Πj,− = 1− c†jcj are the projectors
onto the occupied and unoccupied j-th site. The corre-
sponding dynamics is controlled by small fluctuation on
top of the deterministic evolution dictated by the non-

Hermitian Hamiltonian Hγ = −iγ∑L
j=1Mj .

For intermediate values of rc the model continuously
bridges between fully stochastic and fully post-selected
dynamics. The results are presented in Fig. 6 for sev-
eral values of rc. The phase diagram agrees well with the
post-selected non-Hermitian dynamics already for rc < 0
[cf. Fig. 6(c)] for which the update of 〈Π+,j〉 is exponen-
tially suppressed compared to 〈Π−.j〉. For larger values

of rc � 1 rc also induces an effective rescaling of the
parameters γ → γ/4rc from Eq. (24).

For rc < 0, as the bias between 〈Π+,j〉 and 〈Π−,j〉
from the stochastic infinitesimal update starts to fade off,
the approximation in terms of the post-selected dynamics
breaks down. Yet, the phase diagram continuously inter-
polates between that induced by post-selected evolution
to the fully stochastic dynamics as we change rc. In
particular, already at finite values of rc the steady state
exhibits a transition between an area-law and a critical
scaling region at a finite critical value of γ/w, see Fig. 6
(d).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We studied the stochastic evolution of a quantum state
under free unitary dynamics disrupted by the back-action
of two competing continuous measurements. We anal-
ysed the steady-state entanglement properties of the sys-
tem, based on the behaviour of the entanglement entropy
and the topological entanglement entropy.

In the absence of the unitary dynamics, the steady
state of the system shows a transition between two area-
law entanglement scaling phases distinguished by the
presence or absence of a (symmetry-protected) topolog-
ical order. While the transition point is exactly deter-
mined by the symmetries of the model, we show from
numerical analysis that the universal exponent of the fi-
nite size scaling differs from its analog for stroboscopic
dynamics with projective measurements. In the pres-
ence of unitary dynamics, a phase characterised by sub-
volume scaling of the entanglement entropy separates the
topologically distinct area-law phases.

We show that the presence of these different phases
can be understood by analyzing a related non-Hermitian
model with deterministic dynamics obtained from post-
selected time evolution. In the post-selected model, the
three phases are distinguished by a topological index
based on winding numbers. Finally, we introduce a
partial post-selection measurement scheme, which shows
that the three phases of the weakly monitored system
are continuously connected to those of the post-selected
deterministic dynamics. Our results show that continu-
ous measurements can induce a topological phase tran-
sition distinct from its projective measurment counter-
part and they provide a tool to study such transition
anlytically in connection with the topological properties
of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians.
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Appendix A: Physical implementation of the measurements operations

<latexit sha1_base64="np7jwhkfSDfYs8GhEz0GA/fxBgc=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbVqEeiF4+QyCOBDZkdemFgdnYzM2tCCF/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCooeNUMayzWMSqFVCNgkusG24EthKFNAoENoPR/cxvPqHSPJaPZpygH9G+5CFn1FipNuwWS27ZnYOsEi8jJchQ7Ra/Or2YpRFKwwTVuu25ifEnVBnOBE4LnVRjQtmI9rFtqaQRan8yP3RKzqzSI2GsbElD5urviQmNtB5Hge2MqBnoZW8m/ue1UxPe+hMuk9SgZItFYSqIicnsa9LjCpkRY0soU9zeStiAKsqMzaZgQ/CWX14ljYuyd12+rF2VKndZHHk4gVM4Bw9uoAIPUIU6MEB4hld4c4bOi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+ANOdjPY=</latexit>

j
<latexit sha1_base64="S5eXFrEjb2qF7pxUsAEh4m7sNYQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXRT0GvXiMaB6QLGF20puMmZ1dZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXkAiujet+O7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLtX13GqGNZYLGLVDKhGwSXWDDcCm4lCGgUCG8HgZuw3nlBpHssHM0zQj2hP8pAzaqx0/3jidYolt+xOQBaJNyMlmKHaKX61uzFLI5SGCap1y3MT42dUGc4EjgrtVGNC2YD2sGWppBFqP5ucOiJHVumSMFa2pCET9fdERiOth1FgOyNq+nreG4v/ea3UhFd+xmWSGpRsuihMBTExGf9NulwhM2JoCWWK21sJ61NFmbHpFGwI3vzLi6R+WvYuymd356XK9SyOPBzAIRyDB5dQgVuoQg0Y9OAZXuHNEc6L8+58TFtzzmxmH/7A+fwBqeWNZg==</latexit>

j + 1<latexit sha1_base64="/ajl9vRKlj27xoT6v6vU1ap7kS4=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbCroh6DXjxGNA9IljA76U3GzM4uM7NCWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOHkcNLGgoajqprsrSATXxnW/ndzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1T3N2r6zhVDGssFrFqBlSj4BJrhhuBzUQhjQKBjWBwM/YbT6g0j+WDGSboR7QnecgZNVa6fzzxOsWSW3YnIIvEm5ESzFDtFL/a3ZilEUrDBNW65bmJ8TOqDGcCR4V2qjGhbEB72LJU0gi1n01OHZEjq3RJGCtb0pCJ+nsio5HWwyiwnRE1fT3vjcX/vFZqwis/4zJJDUo2XRSmgpiYjP8mXa6QGTG0hDLF7a2E9amizNh0CjYEb/7lRVI/LXsX5bO781LlehZHHg7gEI7Bg0uowC1UoQYMevAMr/DmCOfFeXc+pq05ZzazD3/gfP4ArO+NaA==</latexit>

j � 1

<latexit sha1_base64="DIKT0DyuqiFUNSsv9cIMWWfv1Kc=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwNcxUUZdFF7qsaB/QDiWTZtrQTGZIMkIZ+gluXCji1i9y59+YaSv4PBByOOde7r0nSATXxnXfUWFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwqb+80dZwqyho0FrFqB0QzwSVrGG4EayeKkSgQrBWMLnK/dceU5rG8NeOE+REZSB5ySoyVbpq9y1654jpVNwf+TTxn+rsVmKPeK791+zFNIyYNFUTrjucmxs+IMpwKNil1U80SQkdkwDqWShIx7WfTVSf4wCp9HMbKPmnwVP3akZFI63EU2MqImKH+6eXiX14nNeGZn3GZpIZJOhsUpgKbGOd34z5XjBoxtoRQxe2umA6JItTYdEo2hM9L8f+kWXW8E+fo+rhSO5/HUYQ92IdD8OAUanAFdWgAhQHcwyM8IYEe0DN6mZUW0LxnF74BvX4ABJaNog==</latexit>

VG

<latexit sha1_base64="hphfftppn2AAmS8QVycYAWR4RrY=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXRT0GvXiMYB6QLGF20puMmZ1dZmaVsOQjvHhQxKvf482/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXkAiujet+O7ml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLtX13GqGNZYLGLVDKhGwSXWDDcCm4lCGgUCG8HgZuw3HlFpHst7M0zQj2hP8pAzaqzUeOpkDyfeqFMsuWV3ArJIvBkpwQzVTvGr3Y1ZGqE0TFCtW56bGD+jynAmcFRopxoTyga0hy1LJY1Q+9nk3BE5skqXhLGyJQ2ZqL8nMhppPYwC2xlR09fz3lj8z2ulJrzyMy6T1KBk00VhKoiJyfh30uUKmRFDSyhT3N5KWJ8qyoxNqGBD8OZfXiT107J3UT67Oy9Vrmdx5OEADuEYPLiECtxCFWrAYADP8ApvTuK8OO/Ox7Q158xm9uEPnM8fAVyPXA==</latexit>wj+1

SC isl
an

d

SC isl
an

d
<latexit sha1_base64="DIKT0DyuqiFUNSsv9cIMWWfv1Kc=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwNcxUUZdFF7qsaB/QDiWTZtrQTGZIMkIZ+gluXCji1i9y59+YaSv4PBByOOde7r0nSATXxnXfUWFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwqb+80dZwqyho0FrFqB0QzwSVrGG4EayeKkSgQrBWMLnK/dceU5rG8NeOE+REZSB5ySoyVbpq9y1654jpVNwf+TTxn+rsVmKPeK791+zFNIyYNFUTrjucmxs+IMpwKNil1U80SQkdkwDqWShIx7WfTVSf4wCp9HMbKPmnwVP3akZFI63EU2MqImKH+6eXiX14nNeGZn3GZpIZJOhsUpgKbGOd34z5XjBoxtoRQxe2umA6JItTYdEo2hM9L8f+kWXW8E+fo+rhSO5/HUYQ92IdD8OAUanAFdWgAhQHcwyM8IYEe0DN6mZUW0LxnF74BvX4ABJaNog==</latexit>

VG

<latexit sha1_base64="DIKT0DyuqiFUNSsv9cIMWWfv1Kc=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwNcxUUZdFF7qsaB/QDiWTZtrQTGZIMkIZ+gluXCji1i9y59+YaSv4PBByOOde7r0nSATXxnXfUWFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwqb+80dZwqyho0FrFqB0QzwSVrGG4EayeKkSgQrBWMLnK/dceU5rG8NeOE+REZSB5ySoyVbpq9y1654jpVNwf+TTxn+rsVmKPeK791+zFNIyYNFUTrjucmxs+IMpwKNil1U80SQkdkwDqWShIx7WfTVSf4wCp9HMbKPmnwVP3akZFI63EU2MqImKH+6eXiX14nNeGZn3GZpIZJOhsUpgKbGOd34z5XjBoxtoRQxe2umA6JItTYdEo2hM9L8f+kWXW8E+fo+rhSO5/HUYQ92IdD8OAUanAFdWgAhQHcwyM8IYEe0DN6mZUW0LxnF74BvX4ABJaNog==</latexit>

VG
<latexit sha1_base64="DIKT0DyuqiFUNSsv9cIMWWfv1Kc=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwNcxUUZdFF7qsaB/QDiWTZtrQTGZIMkIZ+gluXCji1i9y59+YaSv4PBByOOde7r0nSATXxnXfUWFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwqb+80dZwqyho0FrFqB0QzwSVrGG4EayeKkSgQrBWMLnK/dceU5rG8NeOE+REZSB5ySoyVbpq9y1654jpVNwf+TTxn+rsVmKPeK791+zFNIyYNFUTrjucmxs+IMpwKNil1U80SQkdkwDqWShIx7WfTVSf4wCp9HMbKPmnwVP3akZFI63EU2MqImKH+6eXiX14nNeGZn3GZpIZJOhsUpgKbGOd34z5XjBoxtoRQxe2umA6JItTYdEo2hM9L8f+kWXW8E+fo+rhSO5/HUYQ92IdD8OAUanAFdWgAhQHcwyM8IYEe0DN6mZUW0LxnF74BvX4ABJaNog==</latexit>

VG
<latexit sha1_base64="DIKT0DyuqiFUNSsv9cIMWWfv1Kc=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwNcxUUZdFF7qsaB/QDiWTZtrQTGZIMkIZ+gluXCji1i9y59+YaSv4PBByOOde7r0nSATXxnXfUWFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nwqb+80dZwqyho0FrFqB0QzwSVrGG4EayeKkSgQrBWMLnK/dceU5rG8NeOE+REZSB5ySoyVbpq9y1654jpVNwf+TTxn+rsVmKPeK791+zFNIyYNFUTrjucmxs+IMpwKNil1U80SQkdkwDqWShIx7WfTVSf4wCp9HMbKPmnwVP3akZFI63EU2MqImKH+6eXiX14nNeGZn3GZpIZJOhsUpgKbGOd34z5XjBoxtoRQxe2umA6JItTYdEo2hM9L8f+kWXW8E+fo+rhSO5/HUYQ92IdD8OAUanAFdWgAhQHcwyM8IYEe0DN6mZUW0LxnF74BvX4ABJaNog==</latexit>

VG

<latexit sha1_base64="TUcpNoVnrG0S9IbsoOQpoQIdUh0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyqqMegF48RzQOSJcxOZpMxs7PLTK8SlnyCFw+KePWLvPk3Th4HTSxoKKq66e4KEikMuu63k1taXlldy68XNja3tneKu3t1E6ea8RqLZaybATVcCsVrKFDyZqI5jQLJG8Hgeuw3Hrk2Ilb3OEy4H9GeEqFgFK1099R56BRLbtmdgCwSb0ZKMEO1U/xqd2OWRlwhk9SYlucm6GdUo2CSjwrt1PCEsgHt8Zalikbc+Nnk1BE5skqXhLG2pZBM1N8TGY2MGUaB7Ywo9s28Nxb/81ophpd+JlSSIldsuihMJcGYjP8mXaE5Qzm0hDIt7K2E9ammDG06BRuCN//yIqmflL3z8untWalyNYsjDwdwCMfgwQVU4AaqUAMGPXiGV3hzpPPivDsf09acM5vZhz9wPn8AYyqN4A==</latexit>wj

<latexit sha1_base64="sHlBn3nzuTgUhUT0HUHU6PWCiko=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4hyiOBDZkdemFkdnYzM2tCCF/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft8rltyyOwdZJV5GSpCh1it+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfuiUnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa89idcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ16TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03BhuAtv7xKmhdl77JcqVdK1ZssjjycwCmcgwdXUIU7qEEDGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+ALETjOA=</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="pDhc4Y/UWSKWKb+38j5EHazqsw8=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKUI9BPXhMwDwgWcLspDcZMzu7zMwKIeQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ2ApGtzO/9YRK81g+mHGCfkQHkoecUWOl+l2vWHLL7hxklXgZKUGGWq/41e3HLI1QGiao1h3PTYw/ocpwJnBa6KYaE8pGdIAdSyWNUPuT+aFTcmaVPgljZUsaMld/T0xopPU4CmxnRM1QL3sz8T+vk5rw2p9wmaQGJVssClNBTExmX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYFG4K3/PIqaV6UvctypV4pVW+yOPJwAqdwDh5cQRXuoQYNYIDwDK/w5jw6L86787FozTnZzDH8gfP5A5pXjNE=</latexit>

DQPC
<latexit sha1_base64="sHlBn3nzuTgUhUT0HUHU6PWCiko=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4hyiOBDZkdemFkdnYzM2tCCF/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft8rltyyOwdZJV5GSpCh1it+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfuiUnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa89idcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ16TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03BhuAtv7xKmhdl77JcqVdK1ZssjjycwCmcgwdXUIU7qEEDGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+ALETjOA=</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="pDhc4Y/UWSKWKb+38j5EHazqsw8=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKUI9BPXhMwDwgWcLspDcZMzu7zMwKIeQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ2ApGtzO/9YRK81g+mHGCfkQHkoecUWOl+l2vWHLL7hxklXgZKUGGWq/41e3HLI1QGiao1h3PTYw/ocpwJnBa6KYaE8pGdIAdSyWNUPuT+aFTcmaVPgljZUsaMld/T0xopPU4CmxnRM1QL3sz8T+vk5rw2p9wmaQGJVssClNBTExmX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYFG4K3/PIqaV6UvctypV4pVW+yOPJwAqdwDh5cQRXuoQYNYIDwDK/w5jw6L86787FozTnZzDH8gfP5A5pXjNE=</latexit>

DQPC

<latexit sha1_base64="sHlBn3nzuTgUhUT0HUHU6PWCiko=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4hyiOBDZkdemFkdnYzM2tCCF/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft8rltyyOwdZJV5GSpCh1it+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfuiUnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa89idcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ16TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03BhuAtv7xKmhdl77JcqVdK1ZssjjycwCmcgwdXUIU7qEEDGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+ALETjOA=</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="pDhc4Y/UWSKWKb+38j5EHazqsw8=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKUI9BPXhMwDwgWcLspDcZMzu7zMwKIeQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ2ApGtzO/9YRK81g+mHGCfkQHkoecUWOl+l2vWHLL7hxklXgZKUGGWq/41e3HLI1QGiao1h3PTYw/ocpwJnBa6KYaE8pGdIAdSyWNUPuT+aFTcmaVPgljZUsaMld/T0xopPU4CmxnRM1QL3sz8T+vk5rw2p9wmaQGJVssClNBTExmX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYFG4K3/PIqaV6UvctypV4pVW+yOPJwAqdwDh5cQRXuoQYNYIDwDK/w5jw6L86787FozTnZzDH8gfP5A5pXjNE=</latexit>

DQPC
<latexit sha1_base64="sHlBn3nzuTgUhUT0HUHU6PWCiko=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4hyiOBDZkdemFkdnYzM2tCCF/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft8rltyyOwdZJV5GSpCh1it+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfuiUnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa89idcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ16TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03BhuAtv7xKmhdl77JcqVdK1ZssjjycwCmcgwdXUIU7qEEDGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+ALETjOA=</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="pDhc4Y/UWSKWKb+38j5EHazqsw8=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKUI9BPXhMwDwgWcLspDcZMzu7zMwKIeQLvHhQxKuf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ2ApGtzO/9YRK81g+mHGCfkQHkoecUWOl+l2vWHLL7hxklXgZKUGGWq/41e3HLI1QGiao1h3PTYw/ocpwJnBa6KYaE8pGdIAdSyWNUPuT+aFTcmaVPgljZUsaMld/T0xopPU4CmxnRM1QL3sz8T+vk5rw2p9wmaQGJVssClNBTExmX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYFG4K3/PIqaV6UvctypV4pVW+yOPJwAqdwDh5cQRXuoQYNYIDwDK/w5jw6L86787FozTnZzDH8gfP5A5pXjNE=</latexit>

DQPC

<latexit sha1_base64="f2/2ORDe6VTZwjp/yScAzVTpia0=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSxC3ZREiroRirrQXUX7gDaGyXTSTjuThJmJWEPxV9y4UMSt/+HOv3HaZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xIkalsqxvIzM3v7C4lF3OrayurW+Ym1s1GcYCkyoOWSgaHpKE0YBUFVWMNCJBEPcYqXv985FfvydC0jC4VYOIOBx1AupTjJSWXHPnyk1agsObi+Fd7xQ+uL2COnDNvFW0xoCzxE5JHqSouOZXqx3imJNAYYakbNpWpJwECUUxI8NcK5YkQriPOqSpaYA4kU4yvn4I97XShn4odAUKjtXfEwniUg64pzs5Ul057Y3E/7xmrPwTJ6FBFCsS4MkiP2ZQhXAUBWxTQbBiA00QFlTfCnEXCYSVDiynQ7CnX54ltcOifVQsXZfy5bM0jizYBXugAGxwDMrgElRAFWDwCJ7BK3gznowX4934mLRmjHRmG/yB8fkD4+mUOQ==</latexit>

Ij
SD = xj(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="i50TanQE/AfyzR+rdPzxuZHzcUc=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUstBoMQm7ArQW2EoBbaRTQPyK7L7GSSTDL7YOauGJY0Nv6KjYUitv6DnX/j5FFo4oELh3Pu5d57vEhwBab5baTm5hcWl9LLmZXVtfWN7OZWVYWxpKxCQxHKukcUEzxgFeAgWD2SjPieYDWvdz70a/dMKh4Gt9CPmOOTdsBbnBLQkpvdtYGLJkuuBm5iSx/fXAzuuqf4we3m4cDN5syCOQKeJdaE5NAEZTf7ZTdDGvssACqIUg3LjMBJiAROBRtk7FixiNAeabOGpgHxmXKS0RcDvK+VJm6FUlcAeKT+nkiIr1Tf93SnT6Cjpr2h+J/XiKF14iQ8iGJgAR0vasUCQ4iHkeAml4yC6GtCqOT6Vkw7RBIKOriMDsGafnmWVA8L1lGheF3Mlc4mcaTRDtpDeWShY1RCl6iMKoiiR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx7g1ZUxmttEfGJ8/g5iX7w==</latexit>

Ĩj
SD = xj(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="c3TRKA5hq/Dfwtr1yBEOcpYHYnI=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lURFPRa9eBEq2A9oQ9lsNu3azSbuTgol5Hd48aCIV3+MN/+N24+Dtj4YeLw3w8w8PxFco+N8W0vLK6tr64WN4ubW9s5uaW+/oeNUUVansYhVyyeaCS5ZHTkK1koUI5EvWNMf3Iz95pApzWP5gKOEeRHpSR5yStBIXge5CFh2l3ezx7xbKjsVZwJ7kbgzUoYZat3SVyeIaRoxiVQQrduuk6CXEYWcCpYXO6lmCaED0mNtQyWJmPayydG5fWyUwA5jZUqiPVF/T2Qk0noU+aYzItjX895Y/M9rpxheeRmXSYpM0umiMBU2xvY4ATvgilEUI0MIVdzcatM+UYSiyaloQnDnX14kjdOKe1E5uz8vV69ncRTgEI7gBFy4hCrcQg3qQOEJnuEV3qyh9WK9Wx/T1iVrNnMAf2B9/gBSeJJ4</latexit>
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FIG. 7. Detection scheme for the operator M̃j based on a Coulomb-blockade superconducting island (blue) hosting 4-Majorna
zero modes (white). The fermionic chain can be realized i.e. by an array of tunnel coupled quantum dots. Two Majorana zero
modes are tunnel coupled to adjacent chain sites, while the parity of the remaining two Majorana modes is read by a charge
sensing detector.

We present here a possible measurement protocol to detect the operators M̃j introduced in Eq. (3). The mea-
surement protocol is based on a Majorana-island setup. While the local density Mj can be monitored via detector
coupled to the system via a density-density interaction, as in commonly used charge sensors for electronic nanode-
vices [101, 102]), the operator M̃j requires a modification of the system’s particle number. At a formal level, M̃j

is a measurable operator since it is Hermitian, but it requires a careful design of the detector’s coupling due to its
structure in the particle-hole space.

If the system is realized as a chain of Majorana modes (e.g. at the edges of quasi-one-dimensional systems [103],

the measurements of both Mj and M̃j can be implemented by weak parity measurements of pairs of Majorana modes

therein [104–107]. A possible detection scheme for the operator M̃j in a system where only fermionic modes (as
opposed to Majorana modes) are accessible is sketched in Fig. A.

The detector, coupled to two adjacent sites j and j + 1, consists of an isolated superconducting island hosting
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4 Majorana zero modes, ηjα, α = 1, ..., 4. The superconductor is in a coulomb blockade regime where the charging
energy is adjusted so that the total parity of the island is odd [108–111]. For an island hosting 4 Majorana zero
modes, this results in a 2-fold degenerate space spanned by |0, 1〉 and |1, 0〉. Here |1, 0〉 = (η1 − iη2)/2 |0, 0〉 and
|0, 1〉 = (η3− iη4)/2 |0, 0〉 with |0, 0〉 defined by (η1 + iη2) |0, 0〉 = 0, (η3 + iη4) |0, 0〉 = 0 . When the detector is tunnel-
coupled to the system as indicated in Fig.fig:system(b), single electron tunneling will be prohibited by Coulomb
blockade, and correlated electron hopping is the only term allowed, as described by the Hamiltonian

Hdet = it̃jη
j
1η
j
2(cj + c†j)(cj+1 − c†j+1) = it̃jη

j
1η
j
2M̃j . (A1)

Note that the specific combination cj ± c†j entering the coupling of two adjacent detectors is important, and can be
adjusted by controlling the flux between adjacent detectors. We further assume that the parity of pairs of Majorana
zero modes in the detector can be continuously measured, e.g. via recently proposed protocols [104–107]. Specifically
we assume to to perform a continuous readout of the the parity of the pairs of Majorana zero modes η3,j and η4,j .
The latter returns a continuous output x with probability P (x) = 〈Ψ| C†(x)C(x) |Ψ〉 and an associated conditional
back-action

|Ψ〉 → 1√
P (x)

C(x) |Ψ〉 , (A2)

where

C = π−1/2
[
exp

(
−(x+ λ)2/2

)
|0, 1〉 〈0, 1|+ exp

(
−(x− λ)2/2

)
|0, 1〉 〈0, 1|

]
. (A3)

With this setup at hands, the proposed measurement protocol for the detection of M̃ , consists of (i) initializing the

superconducting island in a state |χ〉 = [|0, 1〉 + |1, 0〉]/
√

2, (ii) coupling the detectors to the chain for a short time
and (iii) measure the parity of the pairs of Majorana zero modes η3,j and η4,j .

To show the validity of the protocol, we consider its application to the chain in a given state |ψ〉. After step (ii)
above, the resulting (system-detector entangled) state is

|Ψ〉 = |ψ〉 |χ〉+ gM̃j |ψ〉 ηi,jη2,j |χ〉 =
(

1− gM̃j

)
|ψ〉 |0, 1〉+

(
1 + gM̃j

)
|ψ〉 |1, 0〉 (A4)

to leading order in the system-detector coupling, where g is a small parameter controlled by the strength and time-
duration of the system-detector coupling. Finally, the state after (iv) is computed applying Eq. (A2) to the state
in Eq. (A4), and the resulting state of the chain, conditional to the measurement outcome x for small λ, takes the

desired form of Eq. 5 with M̃j = (d†jdj − 1)/2. Note that the protocol is not sensitive to fine tuning of the parameters
as long as the detectors is initialized in a superposition of parity states and the system-detector coupling evolution is
weak.

Appendix B: Post selected dynamics and the corresponding non-Hermitian Hamiltonian

The topological transition in the model originates form the competing stationary states stabilized by the Zeno
effects of the two measurements. In order to capture this effect, it is possible to analyze individual measurements
readouts, that stabilize one of the possible measurements eigenstates. The process can be readily described in terms
of detector outcome. For the case of a the local density measurement, for example, it would correspond to selecting
the outcome x = a+ from the probability distribution in Eq. 4. The result is a deterministic evolution of the system
via a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian Hγ = −iγ∑iMi. We can therefore analyze the steady state of the deterministic
process determined by the overall non-Hermitian Hamiltonian

H = H0 − iγdt
L∑
i=1

Mi − iαdt
L−1∑
i=1

M̃i. (B1)

The corresponding post selected model can be studied analytically following Ref 45. We consider non unitary
dynamics with a time evolution operator:

U(t) =

N∏
t=1

U1(t)U2(t) (B2)
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Where the time evolution of the post selected quantum state is governed by U1(t) = exp (−τHnh) followed by a
normalization of the wave function, where

Hnh =
α

2

∑
i

(
c†i − ci

)(
c†i+1 + ci+1

)
+ γ

∑
i

c†i ci (B3)

and the unitary dynamics is modeled by a Hermitian hopping Hamiltonian U2(t) = exp (−iτHh)

Hh =
∑
i

wc†i ci+1 (B4)

the wave function dynamics is given by:

|ψ(T )〉 =
U(T )√
Z
|ψ0〉 (B5)

where the normalization is Z = 〈ψ0|U(T )†U(T )|ψ0〉. Under the evolution U(T ) the state |ψ(T )〉 remains Gaussian.
Consequently the entanglement is entirely expressed through the correlation matrix:(

Cij(T ) Fij(T )
−F ∗ij(T ) δij − Cij(T )

)
(B6)

Cij(T ) = 〈ψ(T )|c†i cj |ψ(T )〉
Fij(T ) = 〈ψ(T )|cicj |ψ(T )〉 (B7)

following 45 we derive the time evolution of the correlation matrix. The resulting equations reads:

dCk
dt

= −4ξ(k)
[
Ck(1− Ck) + |Fk|2

]
− i2∆(k)(2Ck − 1)(Fk − F ∗k )

dFk
dt

= −4ξ(k) [Fk(1− 2Ck)]− 2i∆(k)(2F 2
k + 2C2

k − 2Ck + 1)− i4w(k)Fk (B8)

where ξ(k) = (α cos k + γ) and ∆(k) = α sin k and w(k) = w cos k. We first consider the simplified two measurement
model setting t = 0. We seek a steady state solution. We find the following solutions:

Fk =
i∆(k)

2
√
ξ(k)2 + ∆(k)2

=
i∆(k)

2E(k)

Ck =
1

2
− ξ(k)

2
√
ξ(k)2 + ∆(k)2

=
E(k)− ξ(k)

2E(k)
(B9)

which are the correlators in the ground state of a Kitaev chain. The entanglement entropy derived from this correlation
matrix transitions between two distinct phases where the topologically non trivial phase γ < α is associated with a
finite value of Stop = 1 while the trivial phase γ > α gives Stop = 0.

In the presence of a finite w 6= 0 the steady state solution is modified to:

Fk =

√
ρ(k)

2(1 + ρ(k))

(
2i sinφ(k)−

√
ρ(k) +

1√
ρ(k)

)

Ck =
1

2
−

√
ρ(k)

2(1 + ρ(k))
cosφ(k) (B10)

where

ρ(k) =

√
ξ(k)2 + (∆(k)− w(k))2

ξ(k)2 + (∆(k) + w(k))2
(B11)

tanφ(k) = − 2∆(k)ξ(k)

ξ(k)2 −∆(k)2 + w(k)2
(B12)

These equations correspond to the correlators in the ground state of the Kitaev chain with non-hermitian hopping.
We therefore establish that under post selected dynamics, the quantum state evolves to the dark state of the

H = Hh − iHnh = −iK. Here K is the Hamiltonain of the Kitaev chain with non hermitian hopping, and the dark
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state of H is identified with the ground state of K. We describe below some features of this model. The corresponding
BdG Hamiltonian is given by:

KBdG =

(
ξ(k) + iw(k) −i∆(k)

i∆(k) −ξ(k)− it(k)

)
= (ξ(k) + iw(k)) τz + ∆(k)τy (B13)

Besides charge conjugation symmetry this model has chiral symmetry which can be made apparent by rotating to the
chiral basis

H̃eff =

(
0 ξ(k) + iw(k)− i∆(k)

ξ(k) + iw(k) + i∆(k) 0

)
=

(
0 r1(k)e−iφ1(k)

r2(k)eiφ2(k) 0

)
(B14)

where

r1,2(k) =
√
ξ(k)2 + (w(k)∓∆(k))2

tanφ1,2(k) =
∆(k)∓ w(k)

ξ(k)
. (B15)

In the hermitian limit w = 0 we have r1(k) = r2(k) and φ2(k) = φ1(k) and the complex vector r(k)eiφ(k) marks a
circle of radius α centered around γ. In the non hermitian model the two complex vectors mark two tilted ellipses,
similar to the non Hermitian SSH model [112–116]. Gapped phases of this model are dichotomized by whether the
two ellipses encapsulate the origin. The transition between these two distinct behaviors occurs when the two complex
vectors pass through the origin and the spectrum becomes gapless. The condition for the onset of a gapless phase is
r1,2e

iφ1,2(k) = 0 which corresponds to:

ξ(k) = 0

∆(k) = ±w(k) (B16)

Solving this set of equations, the transition to a gapless phase occurs for γ = α√
1+w2/α2

. The phase diagram of the

non Hermitian model exhibits three distinct phases. Two topologically distinct gapped phases, distinguished by the
winding of both ν1,2 = 1 or none ν1.2 = 0 of the phases φ1,.2 , separated by a gapless phase, see Fig. V B.
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